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INTRODUCTION

The European Parliament Delegation for relations with the Palestinian Legislative Council (PLC)
returned from its visit to the Palestinian territories in December 2009 with mixed feelings: on the
one hand, there was the satisfaction of once again seeing the European Union insist1, in very
clear terms, on compliance with international law for the Palestinians’ benefit, and, on the other
hand, the acute annoyance caused by the refusal of access to Gaza at the last minute by the
Israeli authorities for ‘security reasons’.

During the 2010 visit, which is the subject of this report, the European Parliament delegation was
continually reminded at every step of the uncontrollable and uncontrolled impact of the concept
of ‘security’ invoked by the Israeli authorities.

The announcement by Israel of a temporary freeze on the construction of new ‘settlements’ for
10 months (the freeze expired on 26/09/10), has not had the desired effect of conciliation, since
there were exceptions – for sites already under construction and for Jerusalem.

Furthermore, although the effects of Operation Cast Lead on Gaza are far from dissipating; the
attack launched on 31 May by Israeli commandos on one of the six ships in the humanitarian
flotilla en route to Gaza provoked renewed tension between Palestinians and Israelis and also
with the international community.

The hope glimpsed at the beginning of September on the announcement of a resumption of direct
talks between the Israelis and Palestinians, in the presence of the United States and Egypt (but
without the European Union) was quickly extinguished for the most part, by the refusal of the
Israelis to extend the ‘temporary freeze’ on new construction beyond 26 September. The margin
for Palestinian negotiation remained weakened by the absence of genuine reconciliation between
the major political groupings, especially with regard to security.

Meanwhile, Israel’s decision, in June, to ease the blockade of Gaza by substituting a negative list
for the previous positive list of products authorised for entry into the zone had not had the chance
to be properly assessed. The delegation planned to do this itself during its visit.

For these reasons, the delegation decided to visit in turn Gaza, the West Bank and Jerusalem,
making ‘security’ the keynote of this visit, in order to measure the impact of the strategy of
harassment and isolation carried out by the Israeli authorities. The delegation assessed the
blockade on the Gaza Strip, had meetings in Nablus – a city marked by years of violent
coexistence with settlers – and Jerusalem – where the Palestinian presence is decreasing day by
day – and exchanges of views with the various political groupings represented in the Palestinian
Legislative Council both in Gaza and Ramallah.

1 Conclusions of EU Ministers for Foreign Affairs on 8 December 2009
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/EN/foraff/111833.pdf
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The visit took place from 26 November to 1 December 2010. The delegation, led by its Chair,
Proinsias de Rossa (S&D, IE), consisted of Margrete Auken (The Greens/EFA, DK), Gaston
Franco (EPP, FR), Niccolò Rinaldi (ALDE, IT), Nicole Kiil-Nielsen (The Greens/EFA, FR),
Patrick Le Hyaric (GUE/NGL, FR), Robert Atkins (ECR, UK).

An important aspect of the logistical organisation of this visit should be underlined: the
delegation decided to enter Gaza across the Egyptian border (at Rafah) rather than the traditional
route via Erez. Knowing that no Israeli representative was able to guarantee access for the
delegation to Gaza, and wanting to retain this essential part of the visit, the delegation requested
and obtained the agreement of the Egyptian authorities to go via Rafah late in the evening of 26
November, even though the Rafah crossing had just officially closed for the weekend.

This report is intended to give an account of the impressions the delegation received at the main
stages of the visit, both during the on-site visits and political talks.

I. GAZA: A HIGH SECURITY ZONE UNDER CONTROLLED, DRIP-FED SUBSIDY

Gaza Strip: Gaza City, Khan Younis, Rafah – 27/28 November 2010
The Gaza Strip, under the political control of Hamas, only survives due to the generosity and
action of the international community, including European Union funding. The exemplary action
on the ground by UNRWA, the United Nations agency for Palestine refugees, deserves praise.

Operation Cast Lead has made living conditions in Gaza more difficult, impoverishing the
population by destroying the economic drivers. The strict embargo by the Israeli authorities on
imported products, and the near-prohibition on exports, is only making recovery more uncertain.
In this context, the permanent recourse to security reasons is a redoubtable instrument of
regulation, against which legal arguments do not carry much weight.

1. Permanent drip-fed subsidy
UNRWA, complemented by the other international/European agencies, intervenes in all areas of
everyday life, from food aid to job creation, including education/training.
The refugee population is by far the most affected: 1.1 million out of a population of 1.5 million.
Per capita income has decreased by 40% in absolute terms since 1994.

a) Increasing precariousness:
Almost 800 000 of the inhabitants of Gaza receive food aid from UNRWA. As a direct result of
the blockade the number of people living in abject poverty, that is defined as unable to feed
themselves, has reason from 100,000 to 300 000. The Jabalia Distribution Centre, one of the 12
centres distributing family rations for 3 months, has seen a 30% increase in the number of
applicants for aid as compared to when our delegation visited in December 2009.

b) Education: needs not met
The international community, in cooperation with the local government and the international
authority, wants to combat the low level of education in the area. However, there are numerous
difficulties. Some schools share premises, with UNRWA renting existing buildings for part of
the day. 95% of UNRWA schools operate on two shifts. Setting up new educational
establishments is subject to severe constraints. Thus, out of the 149 schools deemed necessary,
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100 have been approved but only on 8 sites will work be able to start. They require a permit from
the Israeli authorities to import the materials required. The security reasons cited as grounds for
refusal or delay remain unfathomable. A significant example of this is the El Hawa district,
where the land has been ready for months. Too often, temporary buildings (containers) have to
be used for the pupils.

The Qu'al Qureen district has a training school for around 30 000 vulnerable women: widows,
divorcees and victims of domestic violence. The centre is also supported by the local authorities
and some countries. The level of motivation of the (mostly female) teachers there is impressive.

c) Construction and reconstruction: over and above the schools, UNRWA is continuing activities
started in 2007, especially in the field of health (health centres, water purification centres, etc.),
without forgetting housing requirements which have been made more crucial following
Operation Cast Lead. 14 000 people are involved, often on plots which they themselves own.

d) Laudable but insufficient aid for job creation
Jobs are increasingly difficult to find in a controlled enclave with a weakened economic fabric
and with access to cultivable land and fishing areas regularly reduced by 40% and 85%
respectively. Almost 50% of the population is unemployed, rising to 65% for young people. The
job creation programme established by UNRWA offers aid to enterprises to take on young,
qualified people and workers in the agricultural/fisheries sectors, onto training courses and
education – but a lack of credit is only allowing 10 000 applications per month to be accepted as
against almost 180 000 applicants.
The agricultural project in Rafah, principally focused on the production of strawberries and
flowers, employs 300 people, mainly women. The flowers are in the main intended for the
Netherlands – export that has been granted exceptional permission under the framework
agreement with that country. Other member states should consider following this example.

e) Exports which breach international law
This visit was the opportunity for the delegation to become aware once again of the difficulty for
the weak Palestinian economy to harvest the real fruits of its labour. Export to the outside world,
and to Europe in particular, of Gaza’s fruit and flowers is mainly in the hands of Agrexco Ltd,
which is owned by the Israeli State and a group of producers and which markets its products
under the Carmel and Jaffa labels. The tax exemption claimed by the Israeli exporter under the
Euromed/Israel agreement, in this case, runs counter to international law, as confirmed by the
Court of Justice of the European Union in its Brita judgment of February 2010.Various actions
and legal proceedings were started in several Member States of the EU, especially in France,
when Agrexco established itself in the Mediterranean port of Sète.

2. Controlled, drip-fed subsidy
The restrictions on the Gaza Strip and the absence of genuine access to a Palestinian port are a
handicap for the inhabitants and for the economy in the area and also for all the Palestinian
territories. They are simply becoming more dependent on Israel’s economic systems. Investment
should properly be made in development rather than emergency humanitarian aid.

Access to the Gaza Strip is limited and strictly controlled. Not without good reason is it called an
‘open-air prison’. To the west is the Mediterranean, under permanent surveillance by the Israeli
navy: no access. To the north and east are the borders with Israel (controlled by Israel and Gaza
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Palestinians): one access point for people, two for goods. To the south is the border with Egypt,
controlled by the Egyptians and the Gaza Palestinians. The Rafah crossing is under close
surveillance and frequently closed by the Egyptians, who are keen to avoid problems spreading
into Egypt.

a) Two access points for people: Israel or Egypt?
The delegation was already familiar (when it was allowed to pass through it) with the Erez
crossing, in the north coming from Israel – the most heavily used crossing. It discovered the
Rafah crossing, in the south-east, on the Egyptian border, which is closely watched by the
Israelis.
In 2005, with the agreement of the various parties, the European Union established a border
assistance mission (EUBAM), which since the secession has been limited to providing training
for the Palestinian security forces and facilitating links between the various administrations. The
delegation was able to have an exchange of views with the deputy head of the mission – the head
of the mission having been summoned to Brussels by the EP Subcommittee on Security and
Defence.

At Erez, the Israeli authorities reserve the right to refuse access at any time for security reasons
which are not usually explained. This is what happened in December 2009 to the EP delegation;
it has also happened to various ministers of European countries and, more recently, to a
delegation from the French National Assembly. In general, the movement of people has not
really improved in recent months. Exit permits continue to be granted on a case-by-case basis:
meetings in the West Bank or abroad, medical reasons, etc. In this respect, the delegation
intervened with the Israeli authorities following the refusal to allow an elected representative of
the Legislative Council to go to Jordan for an urgent meeting. On the other hand, there has been
an improvement in granting permits to businessmen.

In terms of the statistics, it is very difficult to see whether the reduction in the number of permits
authorised is due to a reduction in applications or an increased strictness of the controls.

b) The vicious cycle of the two goods crossings
Both sites concerned allow access from Israeli territory and are therefore subject to all the
security precautions: Karni, in the north-east, is opposite Gaza City, and Kerem Shalom, in the
south-east, is opposite Rafah. There are two other, smaller, crossings: one in Nahal Oz, near
Karni, is equipped to supply petrol and gas; Sufa, alongside Kerem Shalom, is officially closed.

Through Karni and Kerem Shalom, the Israeli authorities control the official movement of goods
to and from Gaza. An unofficial amount also moves through tolerated tunnels (see below). This
analysis mainly concerns imports into Gaza; in principle, exports from Gaza are prohibited.

Karni is the most sensitive crossing and has been closed for long periods following frequent
rocket attacks in the past. It is sporadically reopened and only operates two days a month: one
day for wheat and animal feed, the other day for construction materials such as gravel. Karni
uses a conveyor belt that is unique in the area. However, the lack of any cleaning process makes
it very difficult to use the same conveyor belt for such different products.
Karni can process 120 truckloads each day. The average figure is more like 90. The system is
operated by the Israeli Airports Authority.
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Kerem Shalom records the largest amount of traffic. The site is operated by the Israeli defence
authority. It is for foodstuffs, miscellaneous products and for essential fuel (heavy diesel for
UNRWA and the electricity power plant, fuel for individuals, domestic gas, etc.). The capacity is
higher: the crossing can process 250 trucks each day.
On the Palestinian side, in the security area, hundreds of empty trucks and their drivers (usually
independent operators) await their loads, which go through a strict check by a private company.
Loading into containers cannot take place until after this check, entailing additional costs and an
extension of the time required. For Palestinian traders, imported goods arrive at the port of
Ashdod and are subject to various taxes at each step.

Easing the blockade: for display purposes only
Following Israel’s action in May 2010 against a ship in the humanitarian flotilla en route to
Gaza, the pressure from the international community was such that Israel was supposed to make
a gesture of conciliation. Is six months not long enough to pass judgment on this? In reality, the
decision by the Israeli authorities in June 2010 to substitute a negative list of products for the
former positive list has yet to produce the predicted results. For Kerem Shalom, the objective
was to increase capacity to 300 trucks per day and to 400 by 2011. In the first week of January
2011, only 677 were processed.
The control restrictions are aggravating the uncertainty for the scheduling of orders and therefore
in making actual crossings. UNRWA notes that for the just 10% of projects approved, scarcely
half of the materials and foodstuffs required have been supplied. This makes it impossible to
carry out reliable programming, says Aidan O'Leary, Deputy Director of UNRWA Operations.
Furthermore, easing the blockade is having the effect of penalising the local economy by
enabling low-cost products (Chinese textiles etc.) to be placed on the market.

Construction materials remain the most sensitive, featuring on the negative list.
Requirements are increasing but only 160 trucks are being allowed through when 4 000 are
needed.
In conclusion, foodstuffs and consumer goods (humanitarian aid in the wider sense) are
effectively getting through in the largest quantities (from 20% to 44%). Fuel is still insufficient,
due to its being limited (70% of capacity for fuel, 55% for gas).

Towards a closure of Karni: the impossible easing of the blockade
Contrary to the statements in favour of the easing of the blockade in June 2010, the behaviour of
the Israeli authorities leads us to predict the imminent closure of Karni. The consequences of this
are easy to imagine in terms of supplies: uninterrupted queues of trucks along the main north-
south highway and, according to UNRWA, schools along the route will be endangered.
These are consequences which more than ever highlight the tunnel economy.

c) The tunnel economy: provocation or necessary evil?
The Philadelphi corridor is the name given to the border strip between Gaza and Egypt running
from the sea to Israel near Rafah. The huge tent camp there shelters between 1 200 and 1 400
smugglers’ tunnels linking Gaza with Egypt.
These unofficial tunnels, which can be 20 metres deep and 500 to 1 000 metres long,
provide back-up for the official drip-fed subsidy and are the life-support system of the Gaza
Strip. The tunnels, which are a source of wealth for their owner-operators and for Hamas, which
taxes them, supply construction materials, officially distributed, as well as animals and vehicles.
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In terms of petrol and diesel, it is estimated that 1 000 litres of each are transported through the
tunnels every day.
The tunnels are also dangerous for the workers, often very young people, who go back and forth,
day and night, for a daily wage of 20 dollars.
The delegation briefly glimpsed this shocking reality on the ground.
The steel wall sunk at depth in certain places by the Egyptian authorities is not discouraging the
diggers, who are managing to pierce or go around it.
Likewise, Egyptian and Israeli attacks, which have from time to time destroyed several tunnels,
are not shutting down operations.

A certain cynicism surrounds this system, while at the same time, given the reality of the
situation, it is a necessary evil. There is no doubt that the system is helping to prevent a genuine
local crisis and, in fact, is easing the conscience of the Israeli Government and the Palestinian
Authority. Analysis becomes more sensitive when one raises the issue of the passage of arms or
weapon-making equipment.
The security justification remains implacable: the recent Wikileaks revelations have merely
confirmed the desire, clearly demonstrated in Israeli strategy, to weaken the Palestinians.

II. WEST BANK: NABLUS, OR SECURITY AT ANY PRICE

West Bank - Nablus: 29 November 2010
Nablus is the Palestinian city that provides the best illustration of the outcome of the recent
handover of full security powers to the Palestinian Authority.
Known as ‘Little Damascus’, Nablus, the second-largest city in the West Bank, with 180 000
residents, has a long, rich history. The recent past is more painful: a theatre of bloody
engagements with the Israeli forces, Nablus has been the engine of the armed resistance,
particularly through the involvement of refugees living in the two camps in the area. These years
have been marked by eight years of occupation, the loss of human life and brutal demolitions.
The relationship with its neighbour has been soured by permanent conflicts with the thirty-odd
settlements established in the vicinity of the city.
One can understand why Nablus has been the subject of much attention in terms of security
issues.
The establishment of Palestinian security forces is a major objective in the roadmap established
by the Quartet in 2003. The European Union set itself the task of meeting this challenge, through
EUPOL COPPS. This is a triple mandate: training and assisting the Palestinian civil police,
coordinating and facilitating the EU’s support and proffering advice on judicial police and
criminal procedure. The meeting with the deputy head of mission was very useful for the
delegation, which was able to see both the significant results achieved and also the limits of the
mandate, which does not allow

EUPOL COPPS to act as a substitute for local forces.
Following an agreement between the Palestinian and Israeli authorities, Nablus has become the
first sector in Zone A of the West Bank to have full security powers transferred to it. The
presence of Israelis (incursion) is becoming the exception.
The governor of Nablus, Gebrein Al Bakri, felt both proud, as a result of this new arrangement,
and bitter, after years of violence. Danger was all around, since the governor had just been the
subject of an attempted assassination by Hamas followers (according to statements made).
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The EP delegation made the most of the lunchtime exchange of views which followed,
particularly since it had managed to seat the governor and the mayor, Adli Yaeish, next to each
other, despite the fact that they rarely saw each other as a result of their politically incompatible
views.
The subject of reconciliation was, of course, on the agenda.

The tourists that Nablus wishes to attract, who are continuing to increase in numbers, will
certainly appreciate this.
The visit to Balata refugee camp led by Tom White, Deputy Director of UNWRA Operations,
was a vital element. A key location for the armed Palestinian resistance during the last Intifada,
the camp is the largest in the West Bank, with 25 000 people, and is in the heart of the city. It is
worth noting that approximately 25% of the refugee population is still living in camps. Living
conditions remain decent, although some improvements need to be made. Unemployment in the
camp is at more than 25%.
The main challenge lies in the way in which new generations of refugees will co-exist with new
generations of Israeli settlers: ‘the youth of the hills’ dear to Ariel Sharon. The past has not been
forgotten.

The European Parliament’s delegation met some young people at An-Najah University (An-
Najah means ’success’ in Arabic) for a particularly passionate and dynamic exchange of views.
The students posed blunt questions, criticising the EU for contenting itself with ‘fine speeches’.
Responding to the question of how to make Europe move, the delegation asked how the unity of
Palestine should be achieved. Proinsias de Rossa, the delegation’s chair, indicated to the students
that what he was recommending was not patience but perseverance.
The fifth-largest university in the Arab world, with 19 000 students, mainly female, An-Najah
University offers 70 university-level courses and 35 post-graduate courses. Students display
great political maturity, with a majority supporting Fatah.

III. JERUSALEM: CAPITAL THAT IS NOWHERE TO BE FOUND

Jerusalem - 30 November 2010
The trial of strength setting the Israeli authorities in conflict with the Palestinians and the
international community over the status of Jerusalem is evidence of the importance of the issues,
the complexity of the situation and also the powerful position of the Israeli State.
The delegation for relations with the Palestinian Legislative Council is particularly sensitive to
the repeated violations of international law, which has never recognised the de facto annexation
by the Israelis of East Jerusalem, while encouraging the solution of Jerusalem as a capital of two
states. The UN, the United States, the Quartet and the European Union constantly repeat this
objective.

a) East Jerusalem: the Palestinians are no longer in their own home
During its visits in September 2008 and December 2009 (see the reports issued at the time), the
delegation noted the increased emphasis on the Israeli strategy of demolition, eviction and
isolation practised in the eastern areas, located beyond the green line. The tangled legal battles
concerning proof of ownership are generally settled in favour of Israeli Jews.
All these practices are clearly and regularly condemned by the international community,
including the European Union.
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In September 2010, a separation wall, constructed (or in the process of being constructed) to the
east, inside the West Bank, isolated an area of approximately 220 km2, within which Palestinian
residents are trying, with difficulty, to survive.

There was another visit to Sheikh Jarrah, to the Hanoun family, whose members continue to
camp under the windows of their house, from which they were thrown out for the benefit of
Israeli Jewish residents. Together with other neighbouring families, such as the al-Kurd family
(which the delegation met in 2008, shortly before their expulsion) and the al-Ghawi family, they
continue their peaceful protest, as well as proceedings before the courts.
A few hours after the delegation’s departure, a Palestinian house was demolished in the
neighbouring district of Silwan.
Such practices, accompanied by continuous harassment from the Israeli police force, give rise to
reactions from the Palestinian residents, particularly the young people, and aggravate the tension.

b) East Jerusalem: in favour of the reopening of Palestinian institutions
Since 1995, Israel has argued that the temporary agreement signed with the PLO prohibited any
Palestinian political activity in Jerusalem, including East Jerusalem.
The first fatal events in 2001 led the Israeli authorities to evacuate and close the PLO’s
institutions in Jerusalem, particularly the famous ‘Orient House’.
Reactions to this were immediate, and the Quartet’s roadmap, in 2003, demanded the reopening
of the institutions.
The delegation made sure to demonstrate its support for this legitimate demand, in front of
Orient House.

c) East Jerusalem: questionable political expulsions
For over six months three elected representatives of the Palestinian Legislative Council have
been sheltering in the premises of the International Red Cross in Jerusalem: Muhammad Totah,
Ahmad Attoun and Khaled Abu Arafeh. These three Hamas militants, as well as their comrade
Muhammad Abu Teir, were elected as representatives of Jerusalem in 2006 and immediately had
their Jerusalem residence permits confiscated, for lack of loyalty towards Israel. All four of them
have in the past been given various sentences for participating in terrorist acts, and were released
on different dates.
On 4 June 2010, the Israeli police ordered the expulsion of the first three elected representatives
by 3 July. Meanwhile, on 1 July, Muhammad Abu Teir was arrested and imprisoned. The other
three elected representatives immediately sought refuge at the Red Cross. Subsequently, in
November, Mr Abu Teir was found guilty of being illegally resident, and was expelled to the
West Bank.
The Israeli justice department states that the representatives were only released on condition that
they left the territory.
The elected representatives invoke the fourth Geneva Convention, which considers Jerusalem to
be an occupied territory, which would prohibit the expulsions. They stress that they have refused
to renounce their affiliation to their political organisation, although such an action would have
permitted them to remain there.
The delegation here calls for respect for the rights of parliamentary representatives, freedom of
thought and freedom in performing their mandates. It seems, in fact, in the light of the
information received (without having seen the file) that the procedure adopted does not comply
with fundamental procedural requirements, normally adopted in parliaments, either with respect
to the charges or the procedure.
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d) The Quartet seeks added value
The interview in Jerusalem with Ambassador Tim Williams, head of the Office of the Quartet
Representative, did not make the delegation any more optimistic than in the previous year.
The Office of the Representative expends a lot of energy on relations with the Israeli authorities,
in parallel with the representations of the European Union and of the other States. However, the
delegation can see no coordination or real added value in this.
In response to the question from Nicole Kiil-Nielsen concerning the traceability of products
manufactured in the occupied territories,his answer was unequivocal: "We can't guarantee
absolutely nothing".
Currently, the impact of the Quartet is to be found in its joint political statements, which in the
main repeat what the majority of its members state separately.
More in-depth liaison with Russia should be developed.

IV. SOME ENCOURAGING POLITICAL TALKS

While on the ground the general trend is one of pessimism, among the population and civil
society and the NGOs, the tone of talks with political leaders (the Prime Minister and the elected
members of the Palestinian Legislative Council) was, paradoxically, more positive.
As usual, the delegation insisted on meeting all the political groupings, in Gaza and in Ramallah.
The meeting with Prime Minister Salam Fayyad was the final element in the visit.

a) 'More European Union’ demanded by all the parliamentary representative

Gaza - 27 November 2010 / Ramallah - 28-29 November 2010
The delegation devoted many hours to lively exchanges of views with the elected members of
the PLC:
- in Gaza city, in the PLC’s building, with a delegation of 11 parliamentary members (9
Change&Reform/Hamas, 1 PFLP and 1 independent), including two women.
The delegation was led by Ismail Al-Ashquar, chief Hamas negotiator for internal reconciliation.
Although they had been invited, Fatah’s elected representatives did not wish to participate in the
joint meeting. The delegation was able to meet some of them separately.
- in Ramallah, at a dinner with five of Fatah’s elected representatives (two from Qalqilya, two
from Jerusalem and one from Gaza), including two women.
- in Ramallah, in the PLC’s premises, with an official six-member delegation (Fatah, Al-Badeel
list, Al-Tariq list, Abu Ali Mustafa list,) including two women. The delegation was chaired by
Azzam Al-Ahmad, head of Fatah’s parliamentary bloc and Fatah negotiator for internal
reconciliation.
The meeting was followed by a joint press conference at the governmental information centre.

Following the various talks, in the delegation’s view various conclusions seemed inescapable:
- Never (in three years) had the elected representatives of the PLC, across all the groupings, been
so eager to express themselves; never had they had such converging views in analysing the
overall situation. However, it is also true that they had never called so strongly for more
intervention from Europe.
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- On the situation of women, brought up by Nicole Kiil-Nielsen and Niccolò Rinaldi, there was
the same response on all sides: ‘the image of women portrayed in your countries is a caricature.
Come and see for yourselves’. The debate did not take place.
- Regarding action by the Quartet, referred to by Robert Atkins and Margrete Auken: there was a
similar, mainly negative, assessment by the elected representatives, while there was growing
scepticism regarding the impact of the United States.
- On the release of Gilad Shalit, Hamas blames the Israelis, saying that they have rejected the
exchange proposal. Proinsias de Rossa commented that the bar had been set very high. He
expressed concern at the reported conditions of detention and suggested that they could make a
spectacular and welcome gesture by releasing the prisoner.
- On the reconciliation required, a recurring point in the meetings between the two delegations,
real progress has been made. Security issues constitute one of the final stumbling blocks, with
Hamas having, in particular, a more politicised vision of the deployment of the new units, in
contrast with Fatah, which is more concerned about professionalism. There are obvious signs of
the positive influence of the training by EUPOL COPPS.
What made the discussions all the more interesting was that the delegation had, opposite it, the
two negotiators from Hamas and Fatah. Neither of them neglected, at the end of the debate, to
place the blame upon the other grouping. Fatah, however, rightly pointed out that it had signed
the Egyptian proposal in October 2010.
Despite certain criticisms, the EP delegation continues to believe that dialogue with Hamas
representatives is vital. However, the strength of the rivalry and, on occasion, hatred between the
two main groupings should not be ignored.
Proinsias De Rossa, the Chair, reminded the speakers that even if solutions might be proposed by
third parties, the final decision remains in their hands.
- Regarding the two-state solution, there were mixed views. The Palestinian elected
representatives were unanimous in stating that this was the only solution that could be envisaged,
and ruling out a ‘one-state’ solution. There were differing opinions on the methods and
likelihood of achieving it. This was the general thrust of the question put by Robert Atkins. The
response of the PLC was ‘by application of the law’.
The recent official recognitions of the Palestinian state by Brazil and Argentina were pointed to
as a way of advancing towards the goal within the international community.
- This idea must be in the minds of the Palestinian elected representatives when they welcome
Europe’s statements but, at the same time, criticise Europe for not following up with action.
Aware of the inescapable force of US policy but irritated by the persistent deadlock, members of
the PLC are calling for ‘more Europe’.
Proinsias de Rossa was quick to spell out the procedural difficulties with regard to the European
Union’s foreign policy, with the requirement for 27 members to be unanimous in order for a
position to be adopted.
However, to emphasise the efforts being made, he referred to the statement by the Ministers for
Foreign Affairs on 8 December 2009.
The delegation’s Chair ended by saying that the diversity of views among members of the EU
necessarily weakened the common position, just as the absence of unity among the Palestinian
groupings was an obstacle to the creation of a Palestinian state.
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b) A prime minister resolutely committed to a Palestinian state

Ramallah - 30 November 2010
In the short interview granted to the delegation, Salam Fayyad, the Prime Minister, retained the
same calm tone, and was clearly firmly resolved to continue his approach. He showed that he
would not allow himself to be diverted from accomplishing the task with which he had been
entrusted: putting in place the foundations (the institutions) for a future Palestinian state. His
two-year plan will end in July 2011, and the second is currently being prepared.
The Prime Minister said that he had been reassured by the latest report from the World Bank,
which emphasises the progress made by the Palestinian Authority and encourages it to persevere.
He advocates permanent, non-violent resistance: where a road is destroyed by the Israeli forces,
it will be rebuilt...When thousands of olive trees are destroyed, they will be replanted...
In his view, the political proposal is clear: one state, with the 1967 borders, Gaza and East
Jerusalem. He would accept a minority of Jews in the state, with equivalent rights.
Salam Fayyad recognises and accepts the difficulties and the conflict with Hamas. Naturally, he
advocates reconciliation.
However, the European Parliament’s delegation understood him well: the Prime Minister can
make out the initial outlines of the future Palestinian state.

It should be noted that the procedures for the recognition of a Palestinian state were not really
discussed during this meeting.

V. CONCLUSION

At the end of this latest and particularly packed visit, the European Parliament’s delegation for
relations with the Palestinian Legislative Council is able to formulate the following conclusions
and recommendations.

The delegation:

- notes that, in general, in the absence of a definitive solution to the conflict and recognition of a
Palestinian state, Israel will continue to constrain, in its own way, the daily lives of Palestinians
through the use of the unilateral argument of security, which is not open for discussion;

- deplores the unacceptable situation in Gaza.
Despite Israeli announcements of an easing of the blockade, the situation has not improved and
the prospects are not encouraging. Living conditions remain unacceptable and the growth of the
economy is checked and restricted.

- is outraged at the repeated violations of international law in Jerusalem, which are taking place
with total impunity. It supports the goal of Jerusalem as the capital of two states, and calls upon
both parties to be aware of the religious importance that the city has for the other party.
In this particular location, which, in the view of observers, is a concentration of all the madness
in the world, any intransigence would lead to failure.
The delegation supports all actions designed to legitimise the Palestinian presence in East
Jerusalem and to disown the illegal practices by the Israeli authorities.
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- Plans to look again at the situation of the Palestinian prisoners, if possible jointly with the
Subcommittee on Human Rights and the Delegation for relations with Israel.

- With regard to concrete action to be taken, suggests that efforts be focused on the various forms
of recognition of a Palestinian state (collective or unilateral), along the lines of the recent
approaches by various South American states. The European Parliament should encourage the
various stakeholders to reflect on this issue, particularly through Parliament’s delegations. This
could only be of help to the Palestinian Authority in its activities.

- Questions the added value of having an office of the Quartet in Jerusalem; considers that the
advantages of its presence do not -a priori- justify the costs.

- To that end, advocates greater synergy between the various bodies of the European Parliament;
declares itself willing to make an active contribution to this.

- In view of the lessons learned from this latest visit, plans to send two working groups during
2011 with a view to concentrating on the establishment of a Palestinian state (Jerusalem/ Ramal-
lah), on the one hand, and on developments in the situation in Gaza, on the other.


